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End project and lessons learnt report 

Gloucestershire Joint Waste Programme 

 
Programme Team  

Programme Sponsor:   David Neudegg, CEx Cotswold District Council 

Programme SRO:   Peter Hibberd, Director, Forest of Dean District Council 

Programme Manager:   Andrew Logan 

Programme Board:    Tony Childs (GCC), Verna Green (TBC), Jane Griffiths (CBC), Peter    

    Hibberd (Chair) FoDDC, Grahame Lewis (CBC), Claire Locke (CDC),      

    Jo Walker (GCC), Ralph Young CDC 

Independent Advisor:   Steve Read, M.D. Somerset Waste Partnership 

 

Achievement of the programme’s objectives 

Performance against planned target time and cost 

Target Performance 

By April 2012 Achieved by revised go-live date of April 2013. 

The Business Case (2008) anticipated one-off 
costs of £1.2 million for partial integration, not 
including officer time.  Note, however, that this 
was based upon a pooled budget approach, 
which was abandoned in the early part of 
FY11/12 in favour of a ‘pass through’ budget 
mechanism.  

Achieved within anticipated cost. The 
programme secured £874k funding, £443k of 
which was from external sources. It is 
anticipated that in excess of £180k of this will be 
carried forward for the JWC use at the end of 
the programme.  This has been earmarked to 
contribute to shared JWMU costs for up to three 
years.  

 

Did the programme deliver the intended benefits? 

 

The anticipated benefits described in the original business case (2008) were based on all seven 
Authorities in Gloucestershire participating, although a fall-back ‘partial integration’ model was also 
constructed reflecting the low likelihood that Districts with long running out-sourced contracts (i.e. 
SDC, City) would participate. Further comments on the challenges this presented are noted below 
under lessons learned. 

The benefits identified in the revised business case will be realised by the Joint Waste Partnership 
over its life, so in that sense it is too early to say if the programme delivered the anticipated 
benefits. The partnership of four will start to drive new ways of thinking and allow a more holistic 
view of waste collection and disposal.  The realisation of other benefits will be monitored by the 
Joint Waste Committee via the process of annual business plan review. 

 

Objective Outcome 

Creation of a Joint Waste Partnership Achieved, for County and three Districts. 
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Key success factors will include: 

• the partnership identifying savings greater than the cost of running the waste partnership 
before carried forward funds are exhausted, and  

• the partnership’s ability to describe a sufficiently attractive proposition to the Districts not 
yet part of the arrangement for them to join.  

• perhaps most importantly,  the ability of the partnership to use the arrangement now put in 
place as a vehicle for moving toward letting a single contract for waste collection in 
Gloucestershire, whether this be outsourced, or placed with the joint company set up under 
Teckal arrangements by CDC and CBC.  

Given the very different characteristics of the authorities in Gloucestershire, in terms of the 
services delivered by the waste collection authorities, the method by which they are delivered (in-
house versus out-sourced), and the very long time span between the earliest and the latest 
contract expiry dated, it is a considerable achievement in itself to bring three Districts and the 
County to the table, with a fourth (Tewkesbury Borough Council) remaining in a deferred decision 
state. There are very few other examples of this sort of cross-tier collaboration in Gloucestershire. 

 

Lessons learnt 

What went well? 

The programme has been very successful in attracting external funding and advice, although this 
was a double edged sword (see next section). Due to the innovative nature of the programme, it 
has been actively supported by Defra and WRAP. Funding sources can be summarised thus: 

 

FY Item 
Funding 

External Internal 

2008/09       

  Glos Waste Partnership (County plus 5 Districts, no City)   £25,000 

  Defra Seedcorn funding £156,000   

  SWREIP funding for bus case validation £25,000   

2009/10       

  Glos Waste Partnership (GCC, CBC, CDC, FoD, TBC)   £109,000 

  Defra Seedcorn 2 via JWAAP  Nov 2009  £87,500   

2010/11       

  Glos Waste Partnership (GCC, CBC, CDC, FoD, TBC)   £297,000 

  Defra JWAAP fuding Sep 2010 £87,000   

  RIEP Grant £73,001   

  WRAP Grant £14,100   

2011/12       

  Glos Waste Partnership   £0 

  External sources £0   

2012/13       

  Glos Waste Partnership   £0 

  External sources £0   

  sub-total £442,601 £431,000 

  Grand Total £873,601 
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The general approach was that any external funding be matched by internal funding both to 
demonstrate continued commitment and to meet the requirements of some funders. In the case of 
Defra, funding was sought for specific packages of work that needed to be completed within the 
financial year granted with progress monitored by an agreed reporting process. The outputs 
produced using the funds above are stored in the programme archive, an extract of the index of 
which is included as an Annex to this document.  

It should be noted that the funding record above does not account for officer time, whether this be 
Strategic Directors sitting on the Programme Board or waste officers supporting the various work 
packages. It was agreed that each partner would commit officer resources to support the 
programme on the basis that it was likely to even out over the term of the programme, and that 
tracking these costs consume considerable effort and add little value.  It was the view of the 
Programme Board that the effort committed should be seen as part of each organisation’s work 
load supporting waste collection and disposal per se. 

The programme governance structure of a member led Shadow Joint Waste Board supported by 
an officer led Programme Board and programme management team has proven to be a successful 
arrangement that has kept the programme on track and enabled it to endure many challenges and 
changes of emphasis en route. Fortnightly programme board meetings, strong programme 
management, good interpersonal relationships, determination and pragmatism have all been key 
factors in holding the working level partnership together. Latter stage support from Somerset 
Waste Partnership helped steady the ship as the finish line approached. 

This enabled the programme to accommodate a changing number of partners throughout its 
lifetime, while not losing contact with those parties that were unable to join in the first wave of 
membership. 

In addition, the programme benefitted from a background of ongoing change and intra 
organisational co-operation in which all local authorities are now engaging. This culture of change 
made the job of explaining the proposed waste partnership easier. Serendipitously, the three 
District authorities forming the waste partnership were also engaged in a merger of back office 
systems (HR and Finance) which made relationships easier to manage.  

An incidental benefit of the programme has been an increased joint working between subsets of 
the partners to the programme that have delivered savings to the residents of Gloucestershire 
ahead of formal creation of the waste partnership. This bodes well. 

Notable among these has been the formation of a so-called ‘Teckal’ company, Ubico, by CBC and 
CDC to collect waste and recyclate in those Districts.   It is arguable that without the work being 
done within the programme related to partnership governance, the concept of forming such an 
organisation would not have been considered.  Ubico as an entity provides a vehicle for 
consolidating non co-terminant service contracts as a route toward achieving economies of scale 
not otherwise available.    

CDC has estimated a saving arising from this arrangement to be of the order of £570,000 per 
annum, with CBC reporting £170,000 per annum.  These figures are expected to improve as other 
collection authorities join Ubico giving access to further savings. 

In addition, as a spin off from an examination into the overall collection infrastructure in 
Gloucestershire, FoDDC and GCC collaborated on a proposal to construct a recyclate bulking 
facility in Cinderford that has yielded savings for FoDDC of approximately £250,000 per annum. 
Again, it is anticipated that further similar infrastructure savings will be available as the ongoing 
review of collection infrastructure continues against a background of service design convergence 
that the formation of a waste partnership encourages. 

From a financial perspective, the original business case for forming a waste partnership in 
Gloucestershire anticipated a long lead time and significant one-off costs. It anticipated a 
partnership being brought into place by the start of FY12/13.  This proved to be impractical in the 
circumstances leading to a revision of dates. However, the revised date of the start of FY13/14 was 
achieved, within the original budget, with residual funds being carried forward to support the 
partnership in its early years. 
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Employment of a suitably qualified programme manager was a huge step forward.  It provided 
valuable support to the then SRO.  The additional capacity ensured that actions were tracked and 
followed up, meetings were arranged, decisions were implemented and day to day oversight of all 
that was happening was maintained. Programme management often became successful trouble 
shooting. 

 

What did not go quite so well? 

The external funds attracted by the programme masked the level of commitment of each 
prospective partner.  This was particularly the case in the use of external consultancy rather than 
internal resources since this did not require partner organisations to properly evaluate the priority 
of the programme against other issues they were facing. In hindsight, a requirement for significant 
internal funding or resource commitment may have flushed out partner commitment earlier in the 
process and allowed a ‘group of the willing’ to proceed more quickly than has been the case. It 
could be argued, however, that without external funding the programme may well have collapsed. 

Any long running programme leading to formation of a partnership of local authorities will have to 
face the risk of the subject of the programme becoming politicised, not to mention the challenges 
arising from changes in the decision maker and influencer sections of the stakeholder base as a 
result of local elections. This has certainly been the case for the Joint Waste Programme, notably 
arising from tensions surrounding proposals by the County regarding the management of residual 
waste. 

In addition, managing decisions through multiple cabinets and scrutiny and, in one case where the 
cabinet model has not been adopted, through full council, is a very time consuming and difficult 
process to manage. Simultaneous decision dates would have helped. 

Another impact of the long running nature of the programme was waning belief on the part of 
affected staff that the partnership was going to happen.  This encouraged change resisters, 
undermined change supporters, and required repeated ‘re-sells’ of the underlying business 
proposition.  This ongoing uncertainty and the need to focus on strategic goals made it difficult to 
get traction with, and distracted attention from, detailed business process analysis until very late in 
the day which unsettled staff and members alike. 

In the absence of an early opportunity to let a single contract, it has proven to be very difficult to 
translate the original business case into a solid business plan delivering quantifiable savings large 
enough to negate the natural concerns of Member about loss of control.  This has led to a relatively 
complex arrangement where budgets are not pooled, which is organisationally awkward for some 
of the staff concerned, resulting in a not unreasonable view that a lot of effort has been expended 
for no short term gain. 

This reduction of the decision to form a waste partnership to an ‘act of faith’ unsupported by 
measureable financial benefits has proved very difficult to secure.  It was mainly to blame for a 
year extension to the programme time line and the “opportunity cost” arising from external support 
and senior management continuing to support this programme rather than other work streams. 
However, the revised ‘de minimus’ approach allowed the programme to stay alive and reach 
fruition. 
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What advice would you give to future programme managers and team members? 

Do not underestimate the challenges that arise from a long running programme involving many 
authority partners that spans multiple election cycles. Do everything possible to shorten the 
timescale.   

Seek methods to flush out the true level of commitment to the business proposition under 
consideration early in the programme’s life to avoid later frustration, unnecessary spend and 
management distraction.   If you don’t have buy-in, why proceed? Significant effort is required to 
brief members on intended outcomes, costs, risks and benefits.  Overcoming perceived loss of 
control is vital. 

Do not underestimate the challenge of taking culturally different organisations through a single 
change process. You will have to go at the pace of the slowest partner and a balance has to be 
struck between increasing the risks of failure arising from extended time lines versus shedding 
slow and/or weakly committed partners in order to achieve a ‘win’.  

Work with other existing successful partnerships to build upon their success. There is no more 
settling influence for those wrestling with a risky decision than hearing that what is proposed has 
been achieved elsewhere.  

 

Footnote: Access to the Programme Archive. 

Throughout the programme many reviews and reports were commissioned and achieved. These 
together with the records of the meetings that took place at member and officer level have been 
collated into a single programme archive now held by the Gloucestershire Waste Partnership, with 
copies of same being made available to the partners forming the partnership. A copy of the Archive 
Index is attached here as an Annex. 

 



 

ANNEX: GJWP Archive Index 

Directory Name  Notes  

      

GJWP programme archive  
  
     

  

00 READ ME 
  

 

contains a directory index (this spreadsheet). 

  

05 Programme Management  
   

Contains some 20 objects created as part of programme set up. Key items are 
described below.  

    

PGM_005 STAKEHOLDER PROFILES 

 

Lists all the stakeholders contact data and indicates who are members of what, e.g. 
Programme Board, Programme Team etc. 

    PGM_006 Business Case  As produced by Eunomia in October 2008 

    PGM_009 ISSUES and RISK LOG  As name implies 

    

PGM_019 ACTIONS AND EVENT LOG 

 

Used to track programme issues, actions and events. Records closed actions. 
Provides a Key Event History.  

         

  

10 Programme Outputs 
     

    Eunomia - Phase 1 End up to Sep10  outputs produced by Eunomia up to the Sep 10, previously distributed as a CD. Will 
run as an HTML package by executing the file 'PhaseEndPackaging.htm'. 

    Eunomia - Phase 2 files Sep10_Mar11  as above, outputs produced by Eunomia in the period September 2011 to March 
2011.  Not packaged as an HTML object. 

    Eunomia - Phase 3 files Apr10_Mar11  as above, for the period April 2010 until the end March 2011 

    Working Documents/WP Directories  Contains one folder per work package commissioned, which include project briefs, 
specification, outputs and collateral as and where they exist. There may be 
duplication of outputs between these folders and the Eunomia packaging; in such a 
case PDF copies in the Eunomia directories should take precedence over word 
versions in the working documents folders.  In some case, project briefs exist with no 
outputs where work was considered but not eventually commissioned. In the case 
where work packages were not outsourced, no matching Eunomia documents will 
exist. Some WP numbers were used to track budgets for such things as programme 
management costs and thus have no outputs.  A list of the work package numbers, 
names and descriptions is provided under the tab in this work sheet called  'WP 
List'.  
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  20 Meetings 
  

   

    01 Programme Board  Agenda, minutes, presentations and collateral in date order. Note, where items are 
taken from work package outputs, a snapshot has been stored with the meeting 
record here to ensure integrity. Thus, some items may be duplicated in the 
Programme Outputs directory, but the items stored in this directory are the instances 
used at the meetings. 

    02 Programme Team con-calls  Due to the frequency (weekly) of these events, the Agenda and Minute was 
compressed into an item referred to as the 'mingenda' and distributed electronically. 
Copies of these emails are stored in the directory; thus you need to have MS Outlook 
installed to view them.  

    03 Shadow Joint Waste Board  Agenda, minutes, presentations and collateral in date order, but in addition there are 
two dated folders capturing the materials used at the informal SJWBs that took place 
in the summer of 2011.  

    04 Other    

         

  30 Financial Reporting 
  

   

    01 Defra funding reporting  Reports proved to Defra as part of the conditions of fund provision. 

    02 Purchase Orders  Partial list of Purchase Orders issues by GCC to Eunomia 

    03 Invoices  Invoices received from Eunomia and Bevan Brittan 

    04 Billing History   record of budget and spend by work package, also indicating who funded 

    05 Project Authorisations  Copies of emails authorising work, mainly to W 

    06 PM budget and costs  Basis of the budget allowed for programme management 

    07 Finance Statements  Copies of Finance Statements provided by GCC to SJWB 

    08 Eunomia commissioning  Copies of commissioning process agreed with Eunomia for FY 11/12 

    99 Miscellaneous working docs    

         

         

  99 Miscellaneous Collateral 
  

   

    Exchange of letters with WRAP Mar10  as folder describes, letters to Philip Ward of WRAP from Ralph Young following 
WRAP facilitated workshop at Kingsholm during February 2010.  

    Miscellaneous Presentations  Various presentations given internally and externally over the period.  The folders in 
the folder '20 Meetings' contains all the collateral used at specific Programme Board 
and Shadow Joint Waste Board meetings, organised in date order. 

    Programme Manager hiring Nov10  Job descriptions, person specs and advertisement text 
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  999 EMAIL repository    

    GlosJWP.pst  An outlook PST file is included that contains the Programme Manager's email folders. 
For ease of access, these are named in a similar fashion to the folders noted above.  
To view the email in this folder, copy the .PST file to an appropriate directory and 
point your Outlook client at it using the 'DATA MANAGEMENT' function to ADD a 
.PST file etc. 

 

 

TAB WP List:s 

 

Glos Joint Waste Partnership 
Funding 
Source 

Description 

WP02 Project Management Defra/Part. Dummy WP number used to track project management costs outsourced to Eunomia 

WP05 Legal Advice Defra/Part. Budget allocated for external legal advice, but not spent 

WP06 Stakeholder Comms Partnership Definition of communications needs, folder includes plan plus outputs such as FAQs, 
Vision Statements, Briefing notes et al. Emailed Programme Manager updates to the 
Leads and the broader programme team are held in the associated email repository; 
see Index Structure 

WP07 Infrastructure optimisation finalisation Partnership Work to assess options for depot and bulking station location. Folder includes some 
'County only' work funded by GCC. 

WP08 Workforce Harmonisation Costs and Issues Partnership This work was identified as needed, but not eventually commissioned. 

WP09 Street Service Rules Survey Defra A comparison of approached across the County to street cleansing which led to the 
conclusion street cleansing should be in scope for the waste partnership. 

WP10 Collation of 'Reference Project' Partnership This work was identified as needed, but not eventually commissioned. 

WP11 Appraise Legal Forms Defra Funding for external advice from Nabarro regarding the pros and cons of legal forms 
of partnership. Nabarro's report can be found in the WP11 working documents folder. 
The outcomes appeared as part of the 'WP38 Governance' recommendation. 

WP12 Public Consultation Partnership WP number reserved for work associated with the public consultation necessary to 
implement a Joint Waste Authority. Abandoned when JWA was ruled out as an option.  

WP13 Development of Draft Constitution Partnership These three work packages were anticipated  as stand alone pieces of work and were 
not commenced of incorporated into other work streams.  WP14 Development of Cost Sharing Agreement Partnership 
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WP15 Negotiation of Agreement Partnership 

WP16 Draft Deferred Entry Provision Defra Work commissioned with Nabarro the outputs of which were incorporated into 'WP38 
Governance' outputs.  

WP17 Governance Migration Strategy Defra Completed in previous FY before the programme was formed at the start of January 
2009.  

WP18 Establish Detailed Financial Risks of Delivery Options Defra Report (and excel model) produced by Eunomia to consider the financial risks 
associated with the formation of a waste partnership.  

WP19 Provide Decision Support Trees Partnership Originally to be funded by Defra, but with their agreement, re-purposed the funds (see 
WP38) with the partnership picking up the costs of this piece of work. After a number 
of iterations, mutated into a retrospective review of key decisions taken, and a forward 
looking analysis of political and organisational constraints leading to partnership 
establishment. 

WP20 CRM Needs Analysis Defra Work done to investigate the pros and cons of centralising customer contact services, 
versus leaving them with existing arrangements. 

WP21 Web Resource Implementation Partnership Budget allocated for provision of a partnership website to support the programme. 
Work deferred in the expectation that GCC would deliver a tool, which when it 
(Sharepoint) eventually became available proved to be too cumbersome and too late 
to be of value. 

WP22 Establish Recruitment Protocol Partnership This work was identified as needed, but not eventually commissioned. 

WP23 Transport Logistics Study Defra Work building on WP07 to model the various options identified for an optimised 
infrastructure in order to compare the environmental and financial impacts of each.  
Seven scenarios were considered, two of which were county specific.  

WP23 TransLog County Specific Work County Separate WP to track County funding of the GCC specific element of WP23 in billing 
history. 

WP24 Business Process Analysis of 'as-is' position Defra BPA analysis identifying the major business processes that together make up the 
waste collection and disposal service in the County, together with associated 
responsibilities. Intended to provide a base line for any future process re-engineering 
and convergence work. 

WP25 Establish Virtual Programme Office SWREIP WP number reserved to track spend against SWREIP funded used to support interim 
programme office support.  

WP26 Make JWA Application Partnership WP identified but abandoned once decision taken not to pursue JWA as an option. 

WP27 Programme Office Support  Defra WP number reserved to track Defra funding for interim programme management 
support. 

WP28 BCU Defra Updating of the business case underpinning the waste partnership proposition to 
reflect changes since the original business case, including in particular increased 
clarity about membership. 

WP29 Providing SJWB Support Partnership Production of individual authority specific cuts of the revised business case to support 
decisions being taken by the Shadow Joint Waste Board. 
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WP30 FY10/11 interim prjman support Partnership WPs used to track funding of interim programme management support. 

WP31 'Sustain/Create Programme Repository' Partnership 

WP32 BPA 2B part 1 Partnership Initial business process re-engineering done on the outline future state.  Limited in 
scope since agreement about who was joining the partnership and the scope of the 
partnership remained unclear. 

WP34 Cost/Benefit Sharing Partnership WP identified but not commissioned. 

WP35 Interim Service Delivery Transition Defra See WP39 

WP36 Interim Service Delivery Model WRAP See WP39. Work funded directly from WRAP to Eunomia 

WP37 Joint Waste Partnership Implementation Planning Defra This folder has a number of sub-directories that reflect the extended and various false 
starts the programme enjoyed. It has a record of the original visioning work, the 
papers that went to cabinet in March 2011, materials used at the 'Mind the Gap' 
workshop in March 2011, a history of the definition the role of the Admin Authority, 
various abandoned project plans, the support materials for what was originally 
October cabinet submissions, and the eventual papers that went to cabinets in 
November/December 2011. 

WP38 Heads of Terms and Governance Structures Defra These folders contain the work done to reach agreement on a form of governance for 
the partnership. During the project funding was increased by agreement and this was 
tracked via referring to the work package as WP38 and WP38b but these two titles 
have been merged here into one folder WP38.  The work done led to protracted 
discussions about 'retained decisions', supporting documents for which are held in the 
folder entitled WP38c Retained Decisions. 

WP38c Retained Decisions Partnership  Contains the series of flow charts and supporting documents created primarily by 
Tony Childs to illustrate to SJWB members the process for handling retained 
decisions and the formation of the business plan for the partnership.  These were 
eventually used at a number of programme boards and SJWB meetings. 

WP39 Depot Provision  Partnership  The work commissioned under WP35, 36 and 39 was essentially investigating the 
implications of CDC, CBC and TBC entering into a joint service delivery arrangement, 
looking at interim planning, interim service delivery and depot provision for such a 
service. The outputs of these work streams although initially commissioned 
separately, were eventually combined into a single report which can be found in the 
working documents directory entitled WP35-46-39. This directory contains a PPT that 
describes how the items were brought together. 

WP40 Interim Programme Management FY10/11 Q3 Partnership WP used to track funding of interim programme management support 

WP41 Partnership Finance Defra WP used to track use of contracted in support to facilitate construction of joint budgets 
for the proposed partnership. The working directory includes the outputs of this work 
in the form of many spreadsheets run to model the approaches discussed. It also 
includes working to support a review of population sparsity of cost by District. 

WP42 JMU BPA 2B Defra Further work done to progress the likely shape and form of the Joint Waste 
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Management Unit. 

WP50_51 Local Authority Company proposal   These WP numbers were used to track work done by CBC/CDC preparing a business 
case for the Local Authority Company. No records are kept here; the project manager 
of that sub-programme can provide more data. 

WP52 HR Partnership WP created to track work being done on the HR element of the programme. Contains 
work done to describe and evaluate the proposed Head of Service role, and draft 
timelines produced to estimate elapsed time needed to TUPE-affected waste 
management staff. 

WP53 Infrastructure Optimisation Planning Partnership Work specified, but not commissioned to move the earlier infrastructure optimisation 
work from design to practice. Specifications exist in the working directory but no 
outputs.  

WP54 JWMU Development Partnership Work commissioned to progress the JWMU deployment. 

WP55 Joint Waste Committee business planning Partnership Production of a skeleton business plan for the proposed joint waste partnership to 
support decisions being taken in November 2011, and to provide a starting point for 
the actual business plan once the partnership was formed. 

WP57 FY 11/12 Programme Support Partnership WP used to track expenses arising from Programme Management to enable the 
partnership to re-pay the authority employing the programme manager (CDC). 

WP59 Partnership Legal Form Partnership WP used to track legal work being done to draw up the legal documents need to form 
the partnership. Contains samples of similar documents from Somerset and Dorset, 
and a draft Inter Authority Agreement for Gloucestershire. 

WP60~WP77 Local Authority Company deployment   The WP numbers we reserved for the sub programme of works delivering the 
commissioner and provider elements of he Local Authority Company implementation. 
They are mostly stored and managed separately on Huddle by the project managers 
concerned, but some key documents are recorded here to do with the initial proposal 
to set up the LA Co and implement it. 

WP84 JWMU Mobilisation Partnership WP identified to detail an implementation plan for the JWMU. Although specified and 
costed, not commissioned due to difficulties reaching agreement on who was going to 
joint the partnership. 

 WP99 close down Partnership Contains final and draft copies of the ‘end of programme’ report 

 

 


